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THE DYNAlViIC STABILI'rY OF MACHINE-TOOLS 

One of the most important requirements today of a 
machine-tool is dynamic stability; 

Hith the improvement of cutting materials and the removal 
rates, the capacity of machine-tools is more and more limi
ted by the self-excited vibrations which often. occur in the 
cutting process. ~ 

No self-excited vibrations may occur at rower cutting con
ditions than the maximum for which the machine is designed. 
This because of the fact that they damage the surface of 
the workpiece or the~ on the present-day, rather brittle 
tools. 

It i3, therefore, of importance for a machine-tool company 
to have an understanding of il'ihat is going on during the 
cutting process. 

The modern machine Dol company sbould also have the knOlrl
ledge of 'l'1hat can be done to design a machine-tool in such 
a way that there will be the least possible chan~e to get 
dynamic instability for the whole range of cutting condi
tions for which the machine tool has been developed. 

1:i ttle useflJl knov-Jledge can be gained by the f.~tril:n and 
error ll method which still seems to take such an outstanding 
place in the manufacturing of machine-tools as far as the 
dynamic stability is concerned. 

fro get the knDi'\T~edge necessary to develop a machine-tool 
which can meet tt1e inc rea sing demands rega rding its dyna mic 
stability the modern machine-tool company invests in re
search in this field. This investment is profitable only 
with suitable equipment and a team of men with the necessary 
'Iknow_why ll and llkno1N-how. II 

Self-excited vibrations occur on nearly all types of machine 
tools especially when one takes viide cuts. It is well knovm 
that these vibrations are very energetic and that their 
source is the cutting process itself. 

iJlany experiments have shown that the frequency of these 
brations always comes close to the natural frequency or 

one of the natural frequencies of an element of the machine. 
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One of the most complete studies on the dynamic behavior 
of a lathe, carried out by a tesearch group under Prof. 
J. Peters of the University of Louvain recently showed 
for instance that in that particular case the natural fre
quency of the spindle was mainly responsible for ,the dynamic 
instability of the cutting characterized by the critical 
depth of cut. Attempts to improve the stability bYlstiffen
ing the spindle did not succeed. This will be understood 
later on 'lihen we kno'il more a bout the theorit ica 1 ba ckground. 
It has also been proven that the reSistance against chatter 
mainly depends on the stiffness of the machine-tool. This 
means that the stiffness of thos'e elements of the machine
tool \'Jhich guide, support, and keep the workpiece in pIa ce 
such as; the bed 7 the supports, the spindles, the ,cross
slides, the rails~etc. is' controlling. 

This paper is intended to be: 

1. A study of v-iha t has been done in the field of the under
standing of the cutting process, its effect on the 
dynamic stability of a machine tool and how to use this 
knowledge in order to develop machine tools having full 
capacity, 

2. A study of: 

the phenomenon of chatter based on one of the most 
current theories by D:p\.-~V\S 1.TLI,\":.ty o.Y\cl t):pl-'1\'\<:) 
poLct- C E k 

3. Ii study of the mechanical slmilitude 'I.rhich sub.ject is 
a helpful tool in the design and the development of 
machine tools. 

\ 
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CHAPTER I 

F\ The Cutting Process 

If we ana lyze the system It i"'la chine -tool-l,.'lOtkplece 11 during 
the cutting action, V>Te notice that the machine structure 
is the connection between the workpiece and the tooL 

The cutting force produces deformation of the machine-tool 
structure., which results in a relative deTlection of tool 
and workpiece. . 

'rhis gives a change in the chip area being removed and -
therefore, in the cutting force. This is because the cut
ting force is a function of the cross sectional area of 
the chip. 

The process of the self-excited vibration thus set up dur
ing the cutting action can be visualized by a closed-loop 
system with -feed back. (See figure 1)' 

V \ by ~ t 10 n j::n '.:' ~7 P row.;~ 

L.[2TI) l-( 0 '£ i 0 n- s. '/ S:-teh) -_ .. _--------
\ 

"f \ CO 1. 
ConSider now that during the cutting action there is some 
disturbance. 

This disturbance can cause a vibration v-Ihicn 'will damp out 
rather quickly. 

However, the surface or the workpiece shows a wave form. 
Durin~.the next cut, these waves are going to create an 
alternating cross sectional chip area and thus an alternat
ing cutting force which has the same frequency as the fre
quency of the first waves on the workpiece. 

This alternating force now will) in its turn, excite the 
structure of the rna ine tool and cause further relative 
vibration between tool and workpiece and thus again a wavy 

, surfa ce. 

, 
./ 
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the amplitude of the wave';~ increasesfrom cut to cut, we 
say that the system is unstable and we call the result 
chatter .. 

If the amplitude of the wave'" decrease$from cut to cut, vve 
define the system as stable. 

We are now interested in the conditions for which the ampli
tude of the wa ves rema in$ constant or in other vmrds ~ in the 
conditions which create the stability boundary_ 

\<Je now ma ke the follovling assumptions_ 

1. The cutting force P is directly proportional to the 
variation of the cross-sectional chip area. Thus) since 
during the cut the chip has a constant width, the cut
ting force P is directly proportional to the variation 
in chip thickness, 

The amplitude of the force can thus be written as: ~ 

p :: - R. (y - yo) ( 1 ) 

In which: Y-YO is the amplitude of the variation of the 
chip thickness. 

p 

/ 

( X 'J' , " 

/ 

~ ure 2 

(Formation of the chip under dynamic conditions after 
if " k) T Lusty and Palace, 
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2. The factor R is a real posl ti ve nLtmb.er and is a function 
of the cutting conditions such as the thickness of the 
chip, the cutting speed, the material of the workpiece, 
the geometry of the tool)and especially the width of 
the cut (b). 

The factor R is more or less proportional to 6 
3. The direction of the cutting force fs constant. The 

cutting force P is only influenced by the projection of 
the relative vibration between tool and workpiece in the 
Y direction. 

NOTE 1) ." v It should be noted that ~TLusty and Polacek assume 
that the relation between the cutting force P and 

. the depth of the chip during chatter is the same 
as under steady-state cutting conditions. 

Other investigators such as Tobias and Fishwick 
consider chatter to be a dynamic process and assume 
that under chatter conditlons the force P is not 
only a function of the chip thickness (Y-Yo) but 
also of the feed velocity and the rotational speed. 

/ 

Tobias and Fishwlck do, however~ agree with TLusty 
v 

and Polacek that the variation of the rotational 
speed can be neglected. 

" They thus derive for the amplitude of the cutting 
force the following equation. 

. T. \] __ '2 n: \( • p;:: -Z c. R I [ Y (t) - y ( t - :z I ;- .c-c- z. "'R Y ( 2)~ 

in which ~ Zc '" number of teeth in conta ct IrJi th 
the workpiece 

2 = total cutting teeth 

R. :: 
yet) - 'i L t -~) :: 

k = 

chip thickness variation factor 

instantaneou.s variation of the 
chip thickness. 

penetration rate factor 

w-~:: rotational speed 
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It is thus clear that (2) is much more complicated than the 
expression (I) derived by 'rLusty and Polacek, 'We -will come 
back to the difference tween the two theories later on. 

4. 
I 

'rhe machine structure has sufficiently small dampln~ .. 
Asa result it can be said that its vibration character
istic can be considered as composed of the super-position 
of separate motions of many structural modes. 

Each mode is defined by a fixed vibration snape in which 
the amplitude of the motion of any point of the machine 
follows the amplit~de - quency relation of a Single 
degree -of~freedom-syste~. 

NOTE 2) The same assumption is made by Tobias and F'ishlNick. 

We can now use a single degree of freedom system to represent 
the relative motion between tool and 1J.lOrkpiece (See figure 
3) !fihen the structure vibra tes in one pa rticula r mode. 

----"".-.--"" 

3b 

~~ 
--{ (X) 

3C 

n' 3' 'f J:<lgure 

Schematic representation of a single degree of freedom 
system a r TLust~ and Pola~ek. 
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The system has a mass MJ a spring constant ~ and a damp~', 
ing constant r. 
'J.1he system can only vIbrate in the (X) 

If we excite the system with a force 

we then have the following equation. 

YY\ x" + r Xl +* 'X -;:: \<.e t w t 

Cl..Y\d th\A~ 

K' 
Xo - ------

. -hi W"<-+kPW +~ 
kim 

CVnd wi-lh i 

direction. 
~wt p; Ice 

x = complex amplitude 
- natural frequ~ncy 

c£ = damp{in~. -, ra tio 
~ ::: stiffness 
p:: complex force 
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We are, however, interested in the Y projection, in the (~) 
direction of the fOl"ce X, when the force P operates in the 
(p) direction .. c ";:.ee f\~ 0) . 

Take: (Y), (X), (p) in one plane 

The angle between (Y) and (X) : ~ 

The angle between (Y) and (p) = ~ 

which is the directional response function. 

* (5 ) 

A graphical representation of which is shown in figure 3C. 

This nOI'/ applies to every--mocfe of the structure. For every 
mode of the structure, vvith natural frequency n Land 
dampJn ~ constant 6 t J the principal direction of oscil-
lation will be determined by an angle ~L measured from 
the (Y) axis a no a stiffness -X< t 

In which L- - I ? - - - - - -.2. t + \_ - - - V\ - l ., 1) 1 ( t • 

Thus, every mode of vibration has a direction factor being 
ut::.: Cos C~l-(j) Cos od 

Wq thus finally can say that due to the alternating forci P 
the vibration of the 1flhole vibration system in the (Y;) di
rection becomes 

0..:'(\ c\ 

1'1 

Y= P 1= '"ft (w) 
l~1 

. \ 

~ 
(8) 
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NOTE j) Tobias and Fishwick restrict their attention to that 
case when those modes of the structure, which can 
be excited by a force acting in the direction of 
the cutting thrust, are 'fairly wide apart in fr~
quency. 

The relative motion betvfeen tool and 'workpiece due 
to the alternation of the cutting force can thus 
be described by the following system. ' 

m ,/1 -+ c. '/ ~ '" y =- - p ( 2a ) 

in which 1) m l C 'and A can be determined from 
reSonance tests. 

2) Y falls in the principal; direction 
of the vibration betvfeen tool and work
piece. 

3) P is given by equation (2). 

Thus, according to Tobias and Fishwick the chatter 
behavior at each mode must be 'investigated sepa
rately. 

Boundary Equation of Stability. 

If at certain cutting conditions the cutting action takes 
place with a rather small width of cut b and therefore, with 
a reasonable small factor R we do not get a self-excited 
vibration. ' 

Keeping the other cutting conditions constant and increasing 
the width of cut and thus the factor R the cutting action 
remains stable till we reach a boundary width of cut b~ 
or a boundary factor R~ for which we get a beginning of 
Vibrations. 

If \'1e stili increase b and thus ~ so that b ') b't; OJY\c\ R) ~Cv 
then the chatter starts. ~ 

(See also page 7) 

We speak of a stable, a bounda stable and an unstable -------"------working condition. 
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ot~er words: a certain vibration caused by Borne reason 
. or another will damp out in the stable condition. It .will 

grow to chatter in an unstable condition and its amplitude 
will remain unchanged in a boundary-stable-condition. 

If we not.v derive an equation from which, for a given vibra
tion system and a given direction orientation, we can ca1 ...... .......---, 
culate the factor R~)then we are able: 

A) To compare several working conditions of dif
ferent machines or with different (p) and (Y) 
directions according to their stability degree 
in such a '(iay that VIe can say that one case is 
more stable than theother~if for the first case 
the R~ bigger. 

B) To cha nge the fa ctor Rcr
degree by changing one 
which determine R~. 

and thus the stability 
or more of the factors 

As we pointed out already, the al rnating cutting force 
caused by cutting an alternating cross-sectional chip area 
can be expressed by the equation (1) on pa 8. 

p=- RCY-\jo) 

'vIe kno\'! further more from (8) tha t 
y:. p "'f ( \A) ) 

Thus by eliminating P the folloirling equation results. 

Y 'f c.w) '/0 (9) 
-::: f L\,V) + '/R 

• • or the reproduction ratio 9 becomes 

_ y _ "few) 

g- Yo -"F(w)+ '/R 
~ 

(10) 
,.. 

Tne ratiog which expresses the ratio of the amplitudes of 
the vibrations from cut to cut is a complex number as'
F(~) is complex (See (8)) 

As 1;4e said before, the cut'ting action is stable if the 
amplitude of the vibration om ClJ.t to cut remains unchanged. 

us~ we have a boundary,stability condition if the 
absolute number: \ 9' = , (11) 



From (8) we Imow that F(W) is complex 
F(~) can thus be represented by: 

I 
'f= C.W) ~ '1 + tB 

and thus with (10) 
'_ q+t B 

9 - 9+~t3B 

.v.; 
(12) 

We notice that the imaginary parts of the numerator and 
denominator are equal. " 

The real parts of (13) are ~he crit~r±a of its stability 
or instability accordingly as I 9 \ ~ 1 0 ~ \ <3 \ 71 

The stability is thus determined by 
-6 - I 

A+VR. - g 
In other words: 

19' \ £.1 :> stability 

rg'l = 1 ~ boundary stability 

thus I g' I = I A : '/, I = 1 
R 

It 

. (14) 

Represents the boundary stabiiity condition. 

i·'lhat no .... v does this mea n? 

1) First of all we notice that we assumed R to be 
positive and real (s~~ page 8) 

" 

'l'h1s means that (15) can only be satisfied if' 



2) 

or 

thus 

or 

R =1 

, 
2R~ = - 11% 

R~ := - 211~ ~ 
(16) 

We pointed out already that the bigger R~ the better, the 
the stability. ' 

Thus R~ must be as small as possible. 

t us now try to flnd an expression for A . 

From /8) we know that: 

~ -= 
11. '"' ,'2 /<1<1 < ~""l 

P ,2: v:-; • .Q.'t W" -+ '2. ~ <S' IN l=1 ~~ k - \ 

or as Y = P F(w) 

or 

(18) 

..Q: 2 ( .Q1.i.._ W'l.) 
(Q:; - \,)J'l.)4 + '-t c~ W?· 
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The functions Fj~ have a form as shown in figure 4 (a, b) 

. U::: -0, '1 to; 

. * Figure 4 

form of the real p~rts of the resonance curve for a 
system at one degree of freedom after TLust§ and Pola~~k. 

Vie can plot for given constants .n. ~ 
for each e of freedom of the 
system the,'resonance curve I=j i. (W) 

For an n degree of freedom system the curves 1~,to n carl 
be added together graphically. 

This gives ~ as function of w. 

In figure 5 this is done for a 2 degree of freedom system. 
Q'?;, 0.1'\ ex ol"nfle.. 

'* Figure 5 

The method of graphical calculation of stability for a 
I v 

two degree of edom system. After TLusty and Polacek. 

., 
, I .. 

\ 
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Prom (16) \'Je knOltJ that' 

I 
R'a' :. - ~ J1~ 

and as Rt is a 
largest negative 
frequency' w~ 

posi ti ve number i( is determined by the 
point of the curve ~ (VI') being ,,~ a t the 

Result: 
.1: 

1. plot tingthe R ~ curves as function of \.V for' 
each degree of freedom for a vibrating system, 
we can find the resulting total resdnance curve 
for tne whole system. 

2. From this final curve we can read the At "/hich I 
determines the s ta bili ty of the system, a s ~q,= - -

3. we furthermore can read the chatter frequency 
from the graph. 

'rhis now gives us the possibility to check our 
ca lcula tions. 

o 2A1) 

• 
The graphically determined ~'t ,.-€,. the calcu-
lated chatter frequency should be the chatter 
frequency Hhich occurs a t the a ctua 1 rna chine. 

4,. The real importance of the calculation of the 
stability ( Rqc- ) however, lies in the tact that 
lI~e can see from the gra phs wha t influence the ' 
several parameters of the vibration system have 
on the final result. 

Also, we can see how the stabili changes if we . 
change one of the parameters of the system. 

This nov·] we can make clea r with the fol,lowing 
example, Supposing we take the two degree of 
freedom system from figure 5. We can see from 
figure 5 tha t RIi' is rna inly determined by the mode 
of vibration 1 (curve '1t ) 

Let us noVJ merea se the stiffness *1 of thts degree 
of freedom with actor '2.. 
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Assuming tha t the ma ss does not change ;·the na tura 1 frequency 
-R 1. goes up by a fa ctor va and 1'1e can ca lcula te the 

ne\--i 111. c. v,j) 

Assuming furthermol"e that the mode of vibration '2. remains 
unchanged,we can plot the resulting resonance curve. 
(see figure 6). . . 

¥ 
Figure 6 

d '" After TLusty and Polacek. 

We can from figure 6 draw the following conclusions. 

By stiffening- : the mode of vibration 1 we 
make 'h sma 11er. 

'I'his should have lead to a smaller total I1t and thus 
a better stability. tIt the same time, however, the 
resonance curve 1 moved up:to the right in such a way 
that the summation of the "2. curves happened to add, 
unfortunately. th the result that the stabilIty 
did not become better. (Compare figure 5 with figure 

. 6). Theltresult V!aS that the chatter frequency moved 

.to a higher vel~ 

I 
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C CCNCLUSIONS: 

1. Th~ stability of a machine-tool cannot always be improved 
wi~p. stiffening up the weak mode of vibration. 

2. The stability of a machine tool can only be improved 
if all its important resonant curves are known. 

We then can improve toe weak mode~ vibration of a 
particular degree of freedom in regard to the Qtb~r, 
modes of vibrations. 

3. Th:J-s" to my point of view, will often mean that the 
degree of freedom vthich is held responsible for the 
limitation of the stability below the capacity of the 
machine will have to be made so sti that its re
sonance curve does not interfere any more with the other 
ones. In other words to improve the stability d' the 
2 degree of freedom tern of figures 5 and 6, the re-
sonance curve ~lshould be moved still.more to the right 
\"rhich means that the former proposed factor 2 for in
creasing of the stiffness l,'!asnot enough. 

The ratio of the stiffness over the mass should have' 
been increa sed ·\,'~i th actor' 3 to LJ. It should be 
noted that this can be done by 

A. An increase of the stiffness by the desired factor. 

B. I~ decrease of the mass by the desired factor. 

C. An incre~se of the stiffness and a decrease of 
the mass so that its ratio increases by the desired 
fa etaI'. 

The limit in the reduction of the mass is the strength 
required \:Jhen the vibration is eliminated. 

\-Jhere vibrat:ion stresses have oet the limit before, load 
··stresses alOne can set them when vibrations are gone. 

Heavy constructions have been vared in the past. It 
should, however, \,1e11 be noted tha thea vy rna sses in 
most cases only work detrimentaJlyto the problem. 
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A maximum of static and dynamib stiffness artd a mini
mum of ma teria 1 'lJill be the goa 1 for the modern de
signers of machine-tools. 

It is often said that an increase of the mass gives 
additional dampening, but this is only true if the 
mass is used. Material which is not used does not damp. _ .. __ . ..---"'" 

It should also be noted that the stability of a machine
tool vaiies with the direction-orientation of the vi
bration system as can be seen from (19). 

Question Now Is: 

How can we adapt the theory to such a complicated sys
tem as machine-toolsf 

SUPPosing VJe want to plot down the resonance - curves 
of a certain machine tool, how can we separate its de
grees of freedom? 

Supposing we are able to separate the important degrees 
of freedom, how can we find the constants \'Ihich deter
mine the resonance curves 1=j ~ ? 

vihat steps can be taken to improve the dynamic stabil-' 
ity of the machine-tool? 

We note the answers to these ques ons in the next chapter 
after note 4. 

NOTE 4. 
I . 1/ 

We saw that TLusty and Polacek consider chatter as 
a problem of forced vibrations as we consider that 
the wave produced during on~ cut excites a further 
wave on the next one. We furthermo~saw (see 9) 
that the ratio of the amplitudes can be written as . 

. ~ _ -r:- (w) 

Yo - rCW) + '/R 
Defining * -:::: 1 as the boundary-stability 
condition. ,0 

We saw furthermore that we could calculate the total 
thrust variation factor R£t and thus a b<t at which 
chatter can just be maintained. 

Due to the fact that machine-tool structures are so 
complex, we find ~ gra phica lly. 
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Tobias and Fishwlck on the other hand consider 
cha er to be a dynamic stability problem for which 
they derive from (2) and (2a) 

rny+[c.;.~ ~~<Jy't [A at Zc RJY = Zc R,y[-\:.- ~J '* (20) 

This linear differential equation of t~e second 
order has a solution of the type ~ y: t1 ~8.ico<;. \IV t 

Due to certain cutting conditions b can be: 

',0< 0 

gives us the boundary stability condition 

1'his means that by substituting in (2c) y::: A. Co:., l01::. 
we get the boundary-stability conditions. 

These condi tiona define those va lues of R i (VJ'I.\) 
at \>'l11ioh the system is on e edge of stability. 

j~s the chip thickness 6 is taken proportional to 
the chip thickne~s variation factor Q, we now can 
find for each *., a minimum value of b and thus of 

R, whicn can ,just maintain chatter. 
I 

'rhe main differences between the theory of TLusty
Pola~ek and the theory of Tobias Flshwick can be 
seen from the relations (9) and ~c) being 

. . , . , 
ba sic for 'rLusty-Pola cek (9) \1 = ~(W) \j 

T "F'(w)~ ~ TO 

my" 1-[( ~ ~ ~\JJ~ J y I .;- r ~ +"Z~ ~ ~ Y = Q I Y l t - ~ J ( 2c ) 
basic for Tobias-Fishwick 

These differences are: 
I .; 

1. The equation of TLusty-Polacek includes all 
structural modes while the equation of Tobias
Fishwick only deals with one structural mode. 

2. The penetration rate factor K in 2c appears as 
an additional dampening factor. 

'rhe systen becomes more stable as \-( ,/0' 
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dampening factor ~ '.?:...~~:lS becomes 
tant by decreasine;.... \j}~ thus v.lith 
speed. 

3. The chatter according to TLusty-Pola~ek occurs 
at the la st resonant amplitude from the to
tal resonance curve which is formed by the A~ 
curves for each structural mode. 

Excitation at resonance requires a fixed phase 
between exci ting force und ampli tude l;'lhich in 
this case means between t21e two surface iI,laves YOl1dYt> 

Ji-
If now more n one tooth is in contact, the 
phase betv~een thetvlO v;aves at the cutting edge 
is fixed by e time elapsing between the 
teeth edges s a fixed point on the surface, 
and thus in neral not corresponding to the 
largest resonant amplitude expressed by (9) 

In other words. TLusty-2olacek 1 s the 
been worked out for single pass mach 
In processes more than one tooth Is cut-
ting·their theory is a bit pessimistic as in 
most cases we n have an off resonance con-
dition due to the above mentioned reason. 

D. FINAL CONCLUSION 

From figures 7~ 8 .. and 9, which are stability rts 
showing the minimum unstable cut width as a function 
the rotational speed of the workpiece~ it can be seen that 
the Theory of Tobi8S and Flshwi is~ in some cases, more 
refined and precise than the the of TLusty-Polacek. 

'I'he rea sons \\!11Y I.. however, am mor'e in fo VOl' Oi' the a pproa 
of TLusty- cek of the chat'!::er problem is t',wf'old; 

1. 
their results. 

,. ., 1 .,; , 2. Gty-~o.acek take in their theory full account 
0:: t~l',:; structural cl1ar£h;teristics of tile machine 
and SilO'v' I1ry .. ·; e8ch mode influences the chatter 

havior, '·.'hicn makes; 

R. a comparison of stab ity levels of 
ven w:"1CihL1C-tool Dtr;Jetures and eutti 

conditionS possible. 
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thep03sibility to predict what changes 
at a given machine-tool have to be made in 
order to improve its dynamic stability. 

F 19ure '7 

Stability Chart according to the theory 
of TLusty-Polacek. 

- -< 
J( loe 

----
~OL---------~--------~I----------~-'So 100 1'50 ----2b~ 

cu'HCI'" s,?.e~d u)'R 

* Figure 8 

Stability Chart after S.A. Tobias and W. 
Fishwick - Engineering 205, 199, 239 
(1958) 

re.v l'i'(t,\V\ Z =11 
W";:~b c.IJ~c 
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Figure 9 

Experimentally derived bility-Chart 
after: S.A.Tobias J Proc. Instr. Mech. 
Engrs. 173~ 474 (19 ). 
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\PPENDIX Clit\P':PER I 
1'/' 

L A' = Real parts of directiona:l response funct10n [L P- '] 
./ 
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,// B = ImaginClry pa.rt of diI'ectiona 1 response function [ L P-' ] 
b == Hidth of Cut [l ] 

F = Directional response function [LP-j 

g =: Subscript for boundary stability 

1{ =~'Stiffm~ss [p [IJ 

K :::: Amp1i tude of force P [P ] 
[ pl,:l'I-' ] 

~1 = Il'Jas s L 

P :::: Comp force [PJ 

q = Reproductj.on Ratio 

R == Thrust variation factor [Pt~ 
,- = time [T] v 

u :- direction factor 

x = Complex amplitude [L] 

y =: Complex amplitude [ l] 
c( :::: Ang~e 

__ A _ -~. 

p= Angle 

& Damping ratio 

r damping ( prrC] 

Cri tical damping [pTe] 
u= Natura1 frequency [1'-"'] 

W= Frequency [T-'] 



2 '-j. a 

2. Source of formulas Chapter I 

Formula Article 
No. No. Page 

1 2 D47 
2 }-J. 328 
}-J. 2 Dl+8 
5 2 D1t8 
7 2 DLj.8 
8 2 D48 

10 2 D'-I-8 
12 2 D49 
14 2 D49 
15 2 D49 
16 2 D49 
19 2 D49 
2e 4 B3l 

? 
.J. Source of figures Chapter I 

Figure Article 
No. - No.' Page 

2 2 D47 
3 2 D48 
4 2 D49 
5 2 D49 
6 2 DJ-J.9 
8 4 334 
9 l-J. 335 
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Chapter II 

A. Pract1ca.1 Application of the Theory of Machine-trool Chatter 

1. Determination of the worst possible mach1ne conditions 

'rne vibrs tion system of a machine-tool differs vli th such 
condj_ t ions as; 

a. a hea.vy or a light workpiece 

b. the position of heavy parts of the machine such as, 
fo~ example, in the case of a turret lathe, the cross
slide and the turret. 

c. the overhang of the tool out of the toolholder 

d. the overhang of the cross-slide 

e. the workini?? distance of the tool from the chuck 

f. rigidity or fastenings of parts 

g. the stiffness and the mass of the fotindation and its 
connection with the machine, etc. 

Besides that it is obvious that the direct:1.on of y and p 
differ with the operation which is to be performed. 

It is thus of importance to knm'l in the first place for \'ihich 
combination or combinatj_ons of conditions the stability of 
the machine tool under observation is poor and below its 
capacity.· 

For these combinations we thus calculate the stability of the 
machine tool under given cutting conditions. 

These combinations C2 n be found by tal<ing trta 1 cuts. 
For these trtal cuts we choose constant cutting conditions 
such as; geometry of the tool, feed, surface speed, material, 
etc. and vary only the' vi:i.dth of cut b for all possible com
binations of machine concUtions cmd operations. 

For the combine 'cion or the combinations of machine condj_tions 
for v1h1ch the sta bi Ii ty of the rna chine is poor and be 101;; the 
desired capacity, we will perform our an21ysis. 

2. Determination of critical \'lidth of cut bg and the chatter 
frequency Wg 

vIe determJne for these knOi'm machine conditions the critical 
width of cut bg and the chatter frequency Wg. 
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3. Measurement of the com;elex resonance curves of the machine·tool 

For the calculation of ~he stability we have to know the 
factors u~)Vv'~, n~ and 6L of each mode of vibration. For this 
purpose we vibrate the machine tool with a harmonic force of 
Imown direction" amplitude and frequency. 

Such a force can be obtained with an exciter, the force of which 
must be in re tion 'with the mass of the maehine. To imitate 
ithe chatter, we vibrate the machine tool between vJOrkpiece and 
toolholder with the chosen exci'ter. The direction of the various 
modes of vibration B,re obtained by vibrating the machine tool in 
various directions. 

The direc ons of the modes of vibrations are mostly in the main 
planes of the machine (x, y and z direction). The measurement 
of the resonance curves of the machine can thus be separated in 
the direc ons of its O\lJn modes of vibration by vi bra ting the 
machine bet'ween workpiece and tool in those directions. 

If we ha ve to excite the machine tool in L planes, we thus can 
plot down L complex resonance cha,racteristics" 

4. Determination of the degrees of freedom of the vlbratj,on system 

It is very likely that each of the resonance characteristics 'I'dll 
show several maxima. 

Each of these maxima represents a degree of freedom, For 
instance, suppose there are ::1.n the l resonance characteristics 
N maxima::1n total (which are numbered 1, 2, ---- --k, 
k + 1)--- )\T). \:Ie then can say that the vibration system of 
the machine has N degrees of freedom. 

5. Determination of the factors I.t~) _n.; , 8 ~ and ~~ for each degree 
of freedom of the system 

A. The direction of the severa 1 modes of vibration can be 
found as follows: 

q~ is the angle betll,!een the norma 1 (Y) on the surface 
which ~s bei~~ cut and the direction of the mode of 
vibratlon (XI). 

~ is the angle between the norma 1 (Y) on the surfa ce 
Vlhich is being. cut and the direction of the cuttj,ng force 
P (see Fig. 10) and thus u'L= C.os (q:-~)(;o~O\L (See also (6)) 
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\ 
«';' .. , . 

. ' .......... -

fig 10 

Fig.,10 gives all example of the determinatj.on 
of the angles 0( and \-> for a certain cutting 
condition 

It is thus clear that the direction factors Ui for all the 
degrees of freedom in a particular mode of vibration are 
the same. There are thus as many different direction factors 
as there are directions of modes of vibrations~ 

B. The resonance curve of a mode of vibration when exd.ted 'IJith a 
force P in the direction of the mocie of vj .. bra tion can be 
expressed by the fo llovling formula 

(20 ) 

From the resonance curve which tovers m degrees of freedom 
we can read m maxima. Each ITl8Xim1)Jll represents a degree of 
freedom. 1'1e can furthermore read the frequencies .Q.\( at each 
maxlmum of the resonance curve. 

These frequencies ..Q.l( a.re the na tural frequencies of the degrees 
of freedom in that mocle of vibration. We can now for each ..Q\o{ 
determine a hI<; as 

(21) 

and ~ =d~ can be found from the exponential damping curve. 
I 
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This means that for each degree of freedom the expone.ntial 
damping curve has to be photographed. 

He nOVl can also get hold of the spring factor R for each Uk 
because: 

P1-( = L. 
\ • Yk 

in which' p :::: 
J 

\tIe Imm·] tha t \C I< = 2 vY, Q k 

or j yy\ ~1'~ = n'r<efc K 

and thus 

y'( = 

(22) 

vibrator force in Ibs. 
amplitude of velocj.ty 
at resonance in inch/sec. 
damping constant in Ibs. sec. 

- j.nch 

\'!e now have: the resonance curve of a mode of vj.bration 
at the system covering m degrees of freedom 

for each of the l11,degrees of freedom the 
fac tors ...Q.j(;) 51< , lkl( 

and are thus able to check our j.nvestigations \'Jith help of 
formula (20). 

As we: .have L complex resonance curves, Vie have to perform the 
foregoing procedure l times covering n degrees of freedom B.nd 
thus givi-ng us finally; i factors. 
Sd \ p' il - ( ~ = \ 12 ., -. * \.\+1 .' --n) L , . l ~w .) ) j 

6. _Plotting of the real parts of the resonance cur"ves 

Thus ha ving de:cermined the numerica 1 va lues of the constants 
u;.-, ..Q.1. , 6~ and ¥:~ for each degree of freedom, vJe nOV1 can plot 
the real parts of the resonance curves for each degree of 
freedom, Hhich as VIe kno\'J from (It,l) obey the following relation: 

L\' S2:(.Q~-u)'\.) 
o \.::::: -v-T- ' 
'I ~\, (QC-ldV +40i'\w'\. 

Giving us thus n curves Ai (vi). 
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7. Determinatj.on of the boundary stability factorRg 

\:Je can now add ~ 11 the n 
a curve ~ 9 =,~ q~(w) 

~ ': \ 

A~(w) curves together and we find 

IIJe knoitJ from (16) that the most negative point of the curve 
'1 CvJ) , l'Jhj.ch we call Ag , determines the chatter. 

The frequency of Ag '\'1e call ~g as sh~uld be the chatter 
frequency of the machine tool. 

Here it1e can thus checl{ if O'l:<.r calculations are right by checking 
Wg with the chatter frequency, 

8. Suggestj.ons for construction 8.1terations 
!\ 

From the A= ,2: ALe W) curve we can see which degree or which 
1.::\ 

degrees of freedom are controlling the stability of the machine 
tool. 

In the same ~'lay e s for the 2 degrees of freedom system example 
f:c'om Chapter I (Pages 15 - 18) we now can propose certain 
construction alterations in order to diminish the influence of 
the controlling degree - or degrees of freedom - on the stability 
of' the machj.ne-tool to such an extent that the machine-tool \l'lil1' 
vlOrk to its full capacity \,.,rithout chatter. 

B.. Note: It should be I1'1el1 noted that there are 2 kinds of disturbances 
in machine-tools being: 

1. Self-excited vibrations caused by the cutting action, the 
influence of which on the. stability of machine tools is 
described in the preceding chapters. 

2. Forced vibrations ~'Ihose frequencies are either determined 
by the RPM of the driver or the source itself. 

Examples of these forced vibrations are for instance: 
the main motors, hydraulic pulses, unbalanced parts, 
cogging effect of geC'.r trains, gear tra in torsi.ona,l 
natural frequenc:tes mc..tnly supported by tooth errors 
and belt drive, disturbanc~s of adjacent machines, etc. 

None of these forcing functions are important unless they 
tune in with an i:nportan t mode of vi bra tj.on of' the machine 
structure. . -

Tnis is not 11keJ.y to happen if the machine structure has 
been ffened sufficiently to eliminate the vibration of 
the self excited chatter previously discussed. 
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vIe knov,l that the structure of a machine-tool must have both high 
static and dynamic stiffness j.n order to get a good precision in 
the production and sufficient resistance against vibrations. Tne 
static behaviour being the behaviour at zero frequency. 

The machine behaviour can be considered in 2 parts: 

10 Th,e static behaviour 

."This deals with the steady deflection between cutter a,nd 
workpj.ec€ under a constant cutting force. 

20 The dynamic instability of a machine tool il'ihich, as we knot\l 
from Chapter I, causes chatter., Chatter is jon most cases not 
acceptable as it generally results in bad quality surface and 
excessive tool wear. 

In other \,lord5; 

The static flexibility of a machine tool governs the accuracy of 
the t'wrkplece and the dynar;-llc flexibilit;v governs the stability 
of that process. 

It is t1;.us necessary to design spec:tfied static and dynamic 
stiffness in a machine tool in order to be able to perform a 
specified cuttj.ng operation to a specified order of accuracy 
\'1i thout dynamic in sta bi Ii ty or chat tel'. 

The calculation of the static and dynamic behaviour of ma,chine 
tools due to their complicated structure is) hONever, in most cases 
impOSSible. 

The object of this study not.'l is to derive the laws of similitude 
to see whether it is possible to make reduced scale models of 
machine tools or jots elements, VIhich' are easy to melee and reasona,bl~' 
cheap in order to; 

1.. Study the s ta t:tc and dyna.mic behaviour of a new type of machine 
tool at an early stage of its development on the basis of a model 
to avoid disapPointment during the production of the actual 
machine. 

2 .. If the results of studies of the static and dynamic behaviour 
on a model or on a machine itself call for an alteration in the 
construction of the structu1"'e)or of an element of the structure, 
it t'lill be of great advantage to study the influence of various 
alterations on a model. Thus being able to find out VJhich 
a1 tera.tions in the construction are to be made to get maximum 
stability, 
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Tne static similitude 

In various text booles on strength of mater.ia 1 the differential 
equation of a str2.ight beam under::;pure bending j.s given by 

1\ w (x) 

.. ' 

and for the angle of torsion per unit of length of a straight 
beam under pure torsion the follot'ling equation is given 

e == d (7 _m-----'-_ 
dx. S. JI: (x) 

(see Fig. 2) 

pure bending 
fig. 1 

)( -

z 

t y --6] 

I 

To compare a prototype \'Ji th its model t'Je 
subscript 1 and the model the subscript 

Now (1) for the prototype becomes 

I' W'I (X) 

and for the model 

II 

vV2,.(x) M~'1()()-"--
[I t wt (x) J'3;;: E?. I 1.'1 (I<:) 

and (2) for the prototype becomes 

and for the model 

pure torsion 
fig. 2 

ve the prototype the 

(6) 

VYlt 
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We nOVI choose; 1) the ratio 
over the model = L/L :: A 

7. 

of the lengths of the prototype 
and 2) the ratio of the forces on 

the prototype over those on the model ='P'/P'l. = r 
Or, in other v,lords 

(8) 

A dimension ana.lysis helps us to' compare 3 1;Ji th 4 and 5 with 6. 

In dimensional 

t'1 =:: [p L l 

I : t l4 ] 

'vJ~[L] 

"i: [ - ] 
and therefore.; 

form: 
WI! = 
e --

II 
W, ex) 

w,'\X) 
l,ye x) 

6, 
t"\ t. i 

I.t.(x) 

[ \:'J 
P lbs. :::= 

L l·IJ 
L == inches 

I II 

:: J; We. ex) 
?-W2 (~) 

- ~~ I~y ex) 

- I e - >: 2. 

= \3 )"Mt 1. 

:: )...
4 17. I: (x) 

H \\ ( ) HOi·J the elastic c.'UI<V€ of the prototype 3· obeys the folloi'dng 
relation: 

@ A rYL"I (x) 

E\ ~4 IL\(Ck') 

\1 II 

and the rela tion for the elas c c:::uRve of the model is gj.ven by (}..;.); 

II ) YV'l ( X '(fh'l ()() 

E1. I n ex ) 
(10) 
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(10) in (9) gives 

or 
(11) 

~ . 
This thus means that similitude of the elastic CURve in pure bending 
of the protot~lpe and the model can be realized only if 

el e. 
1::,. ::->r-

With the dimension aha ly sis 1'Je not'J can transform (5) j.n 

_I e = ~A I'Yh.t. 
" 2. r)..'i J (x) ':I, -It 

(13) in (12) gives 

or 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

This means that a torsional similitude between prototype and model 
can only be obtained if (14) is fulfilled. 

"'-..;-

/ 
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As the relations (1) and (2) rule the static behaviour of both 
the prototype and the model both the relations (11) and (14) have 
to be fulfilled in order to have.static similitude. 

Thus for static similitude 

QY\ct 

or 

. which gives ~ == \?. ~ ::: ~1. ~I 
t1. C; 1. 

and 

I ~:; ~: I 
t'lhich relation expresses that for static similitude 
the rat~o of the modulus of elasticity in ten3ion . 
over the modulus of elasticity i1'). shear of the prototype 
and the model must be the same. .~ 

He are now prepared to compare the bending and the torsional 
stiffness of the prototype and the model. 

(16 ) 

The bending stiffness of a beam is defined as the force in lbs. 
which has to be applj.ed on the beam to give it a deflectj,on of 
1 inch 

or in dimensional form 

K == [p ['J (18) 

Tllis gives in case of the prototype and the model 

k', = ~ k'l. 

and vdth (15) 

(19) 

(20) 



The torsional stiffness of a beam is defIDed as the 
torsions,l moment one ha s to apply to the beam in order 
to get a torsional displacement of 1 Ra.d. 

or in dimensional form 

This gives in the case of the prototype and the model 

KT' ::: p A \(,.. .... or \('1'. fA -
l(,\, ... 

and with (15 ) 
kl'l -= ~ E 3 9, I-A 
I<'f't 

"E,- ~'l. 1 ' 

C. ,The dynamic simj.li tude 
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(21 ) 

(22) 

The differential equation for the free vibrations of a. beam 
can, if we neglect the damping, be written as 

c}- [ ?)W 1 riw 
Ul('4 E] 'Y (x) ~'\, _ + \ rex) vt."-

(23)* 

and the torsional vibr2tion of a beam ... Jh1ch 1s subjected 
to inertia and elastic forces obeys the following equa.t1on: 

Nov,' (23) for the prototype becomes 

fi. r'E] ciW;l +().1\(.xl <i..w1 

OX'\. I 't ( x) () x 11. _ \ () tl'l. 
I ' 

and for the model 

(24)* 

(26) 

, 
\ 
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in dimensional form (see also page 4) 

d:. = [C't ] r ":: [Ll J ~~ ~ [L~J 'T I 

":lQ..(;;O 'nd S VYI 
ox'l 

gw - [ -11 l l ! 

1 :: [ L4] - - L '"r 00 = [ L*'] \!VI V\1<.he S o i:.'l. _ oJ'\. 
?;t\VJ ~ [ L' ] ~.\2 -:: r IT -lJ ~\~~ ~ l L'tJ Dxl. '0 t'l. 

and as the ratio of the lengths of' the prototype over the 
model =L/L ~~ (see pa.ge 3)· and the ratio of' the time is T./rr.,:::T. 

. . . "1. t'Je can l'Jri te 'l. 

lL _ -L '6'l. OlUJ =: J... ~ LJI.. 
c)x'l.- ,,"Lox' () 01;;(- 1:"1. .;,) tl. ... 

I t 

- AI.i.~ oj, '::l 
2:> J 1. J, A;;) 

-. ~ 'l. 
.~ () 'X 'I. 

~w ... a" (:) 01 .• _ I DW _I - -~ ----l -'c»( Ii. - " 7YX 1."l. o Xl 'A C) X 1.. 

1. 

cJ "'. 
D'1. Vt 'F, - A '"F?. , - - -"'" - p -<:>x:-

~WI_ 1-.~ 
o x,'l. 

otl - 1:.4 i) .... '1 

or, '3 p. . X L:.-
A t\ :::- \;l. -::: E, \2. 

which gives: 

This thus means that similitll.de of the free vlbr2.tions 
prototype and its model can be realized only if 

~ =K." E~ PI 1:'>.. r'L 
We can write (24) for the prototype as 

(27 ) 

(28) 

of a 

(29) 
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(30) 

(29) can be transformed into 

(31) 

NO'Vi (30) in (]l ) gives 

Vlhich gives 

(32) 

or in other '!tIords" similitude of the torsional vibration between 
s. prototype and its model can only be obtained if the relation 
(32) is fulfilled. As the ~elations (23) and (24) rule the 
dynamic behaviour of both the prototype and the model J both the 
re tions (28) and (32) have to be fulfilled in order to get 
dynamic similitude. 

frhus for dynamic sj.mili tude 

or 

"';hich gives 

(34 ) 

and 

( ) 
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th!hich re ion expr~sses that for dynamic similitude 
the ratio of the modulus of elasticity intens:lon over 
the modulus of elasticity in shear of, the prototype 
and its model must be the same. 

Let us now look at the ratio of the natural frequencies 
of the prototype and its model. 

w1.- K -"" or tt.Jri t ten in dimensional form 

W? '=[ ')"1-"'] 1fJhich gives as 'T\ :::: i: 1\. 

and vii th (34) 

D. Requirements for both static and dynamiC similitude. 

(36) 

To get both static and dynamiC similitude, the following 
relations have to be fulfilled: 

a; for static similitude 

E (?, 
=.I. - ..L:. 
'E 1 - ).:\. 

or 

b) for dynamic similitude 
~--

or 

St· '<;z. 
and furthermore j~2) having chosen the ratj.o of the lengths 

A the ratio of the forces ~ ob~y the following relation. 

[~~ A' ~'~ I 
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ratio of the and furthermore ;' 3) havjng chosen the 
lengths 'A ,the ratio of the times 
following relation: 

'L- ..... b=e.J.--~""-c:--__ --. 
-C'2 _ >.1..0 EI. 

- (''2. E, 

ltle then YJ10vJ furthermore that 

1. The ratio Qf the bending stiffness of the prototype 
and the model becomes 

r·------'-~---------,~ 

2. The ratio of the torsi,onal stiffness of the prototype 
and the model becomes 

or 

3. The ratio of the natural frequencies of the prototype 
and the model becomes 

General Conclusions Chapter III 

A.' He can predict the stat:tc and d;ynamic behaviour of a machine 
tool or an element of a Ii'l.achine tool such as the bed or' the 
headstock from a model providing tha t j,t h2 s the same geometrical 
forms and is made of such a material that ~ of the element = ~. 
of the model. "::l ":;1 

B. For all cast irons. S (.r) 0,1+ E 
or E/S VI 2. S • liTe therefore have to find a material for the 
model which has the foll'O\'IIing properties. 

1. Cheap 

2. Easy to fOl"'I11 into a model of any snap'e 
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,.S we can see from Table No. I both the mentioned steels and alum:lnum 
otand a good chanc~ to g:lve satisfying results. 

I am in favor of tr'Jing one of the 6061 aluminum sorts for model tests 
as they are not only reasonabls cheap and can easily be formed into a 
mode~J but also have good welding properties. 

Table I 

Ph:Y$ica1 properties of materials suitable for model purposes for grey cast 
iron products. 

I 
E G I l:leight E 

Iviaterial Lbs./ln. 2 Lbs./ln. 2 Lbs./ln. 3 G Source 

Cast Iron-Grey No. 20 14.0 x 10~ "5.6 10~ I 0.,26 2.5 Roark, 
:::: ;; No. 30 15.2 x 106 6.1 106 j 0.26 2.49 " 

I 
., 'l ~~+-~~ .. ~ !- 1~ _'L: ~.1~~ ___ 

0 
.. 2~. __ 3- .. :~~-'r--.--.------'-.-,:-. 

II II II No. 20 11.6 x 10~ 0.4 E 0.26 2.5 Machinery's I :; ;::: No. 25 l~.; Y: ~06 0.4 ~ 0.26 2.~ Handbool:=. ,. 
I No. 30 14 ...... x 10,:.; 0.4 E 0.26 2.:J 16th Edl.t:LOn, 
I ;; :::: No. 35 16.0 x 106 0.4 E 0 .. 26 2.5 1959 

Il H I! No. 40 17 • 0 x 1 ° 6 0 • 4 EO. 26 2. 5 
No. 50 18.0 x 10~ 0.4 E 0.26 2.5 -I II If 11 No. 60 19.9 x 10° 0.4 E 0.26 2.5 

-jStainless Steel /" 
SAE 51420 29.0 x 10° 0.,4 E 0.28 2.5 

/
Steel 

I
SAE 950 (lOltl alloy) 

1095 (high alloy) 
lcommon Steel 

Aluminum Wrought 
Alloys 
606l- lr4 
1606l-T6 

• I 
6' , 

30.0 x 106 0.39 E 0.28 2.56 

10 .. 0 x 10~ 3.8 x 10~J 0.1 2 .. 63 ALCOA t 
10.0 x 10 3.8 x 10! 0.1' 2.63 Structural i 

61 ~ . 6f~' - ' 1 ~ Handbook I 
l~;~_'-'-' __ ~---~(~:::--:-~~I--_~·~; ~~6G---!~:~ ~;!5-=_~_J 
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3. In the special case for VJh:tch the material used for the model 
is the same as the material for the prototype then: 

in tvhich case 

or 

or 

and thus 

or·l\~-;J 

or 

G. Appendix for Chapter III 

1. :::: subscript for prototype 

2. :::: subscript for model 

~ I:\': ratio of forces 

G :::: g~ := angle of torsion per unit of Length [tlJ 

A == ratio of length 

lJ == angular displacement 

F :::: density [ p L-~] 
T ;;::: ratio of time 

\ .<::t [1T1. -I] W :::: natural frequency I 

E :::; modulus of elast.icj.ty in tension t p L-'l.] 
r =: area [L'l.] 



<; =: modulus of elastici ty in shear [p ['I.] 
I = moment of inertia [' l'-ll 

It =: torsional moment of inertia [L 4J 
l\ =: bendj.ng stiffness [p [I] 
\\1'= torsional stiffness [p LJ 

t"Y) = bend ing momen t [p Ll 
IYly =: torsional moment [ P Ll 
W:: displacement [L 1 

2. Source of formula.s Chapter III 

Formula 
No. 

1 

2 

23 

24 

3. Source of figures 

Figure 
No. 

1 

2 

Article 
No.-

20 

20 

20 

20 

Chapter III 

Article 
No. 

20 

20 

Page 
No. 

Page 
No. 

42 
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It will be cl~ar from the foregoing pages 
that there are analytic solutions for both 
the static and dynamic behaviour of machine 
tools. 
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